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CAmTED PERFcmcE OF 12-cm IJIm-coom mc3m 

By Leland CT. Deemon and Ronald B. Doyle 

Computatione were made of the horsepower and epeoific fuel eon- 
sumptiaa of a compound engine ooanpoeed of an exhauet-gas turbine and 
an auxiliary supercharger geared to the crankshaft of 8 12-cylinder 
liquid-oooled engine. The required reoiprooating-engine data were 
obtained fram the results of a dynamaneter-stand investigation made 
to determine the effect of exhauet preseure on engine performanae. 
The turbine and the auxiliary supercharger were assumed to have 
constant values of efficiency. 

The calculations oovered 5 range of engine speeds from 1600 
to 3200 rpm, fuel-air ratio8 from 0.063 to 0.100, inlet-manifold 
preeeuree from 30 to 60 inohee of mercury absolute, and altitude8 
from sea level to 45,000 feet. The effects of changes in the system 
variables on oompound-engine perfornrance and a ocunparison with 8 
turbosupercharged engine are shown. The effeot of operation at 
fuel-air ratios richer than stoichiopnetric and provisicm of enough 
air in the engine exhaust syetem to afterburn the exhauet gae and 
to 0001 it to a turbine-inlet temperature of 2260° R ie alero given. 

The compound engine inveetigated herein is cmqared with two 
other oaupound engine8 of the same general configuration but each 
inoluding a different model of an 18-cylinder air-cooled engine. 

Additional oalculatione were made on an engine syetem in 
which the engine-&age supercharger end the interaooler are removed 
and all the euperoharging ie done by a turbine-driven supercharger 
with aftercooling. 

The reeults of calculatione made to determine the performmoe 
of ocenpound enginee oomposed of a steady-f17 turbine and an 
auxiliary supercharger mounted on the same shaft and geared to the 
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engine orankshaft have been presented in references 1, 2, and 3. 
These references show that the compound engine produces more power 
with higher efficiency than that produced by either the conventional 
geared or the,turbosuperch&rged engine. 

The results ofreferences 1 8nd 2 are based on data obtained 
frc~ two different models of en 18-cylinder air-OOOled engine. 
Results of c8lculations m8de at the NACA Cleveland l&bOr&tOry 
similar to those of referencee 1 and 2 but baaed on data obtained 
from a 12-cylinder liquid-cooled engine (reference 4) and 8ss~ming 
the same general system configuration are preeented herein. 

The effect of chsnges in engine speed, fuel-air ratio, lnlet- 
manifold pressure, altitude, and exhaust pressure cn net brake horse- 
power and specific fuel consumption are ehown for several constant 
values of turbine, auxiliary-supercharger, and drive-gear effi- 
ciency . 

An investigation was made of the effect on perfomance of 
Oper8tiOn at reciprocating-engine fuel-air ratios richer than 

. 

stoichiometric and of addition, by means of an additional super- 
oharger, of sufficient air to the engine exhaust gas to Complete 
combustion of the unburned fuel and to cool the resultant mixture 
to a temperature of 2260° R at the turbine inlet. A ccmparison 
is made with a turbosuperoharged engine and also with the systems 
incorporating the two air-Cooled engines. 

Addition81 oalculations were made on an engine system in which 
the engine-stage 8UperOh8rger and intercooler 8re removed and all 
the supercharging is done by 8 turbine-driven supercharger with 
aftercooling. 

METRODS AND ASSMPTIONS 

A schematic diagram of the compound power pl8nt aseumed in 
this report is shown in figure 1. The turbine and the aUxili8ry 
superohebrger are on 8 single shaft connected, through a gearbox, 
to the engine which, 8s in reference 4, incorporates 8n engine- 
stage superoharger. The charge air enters the auxiliary super- 
charger and passes through the intercooler, the C&rburetOr, and 
the engine-stage supercharger to the inlet manifold. The engine 
exhaust gas expand8 through the turbine and is directed rear- 
wardly by an exh8ue-t nozzle. At low 8ltitUdeS and certain 
engine oondltions, the engine-stage superch8rger could provide 
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the desired inlet-manifold pressure an8 for these conditions the 
auxiliary supercharger and the interoooler were omitted from the 
0aloulations. 

Although the performanae of the reciprocating engine is based 
on experimental d&t&, that of the remainder of the oompouad power 
plant is obtained by OalCUl8tiOn. 

Reciprocating engine. - The performame of the 12-cylinder 
liquid-cooled engine (including the engine-stage superoharger) was 
obtained from the results of the dynamometer-stand investigation 
reported in reference 4. The 12-oylinder liquid-cooled V-type 
engine has 8 displ8c8ment volume of 1710 oubio inches. Other 
pertinent engine specifications are: 

Compression ratio ...................... 6.65 
V8lVe OVerl&p, deg ...................... 74 
Engine-stage supercharger 

Impeller diameter, in. .................. 9.5 
Gearratio ...................... ..8.ti 1 

Spark &dVaUoe, deg B.T.C. 
Lnletpor side. ...................... 28 
Ez&austportside ...................... 34 

Turbine and auxiliary supercharger. - The turbine horsepower 
is thst obtained by expand&q all the exhaust gas from engine 
etiust pressure and temperature to ambient altitude pressurs 
and was calculated Using the vsriable-specific-heat data of ref- 
erence 5. 

The 8uxili8ry superoharger horsepower is th8t required to 
compress the charge air from ambient altitude pressure and tempera- 
ture to full-throttle carburetor-top-deok pressure with an allow8noe 
for duet pressure losses. 

Unless otherwise speoified, the turbine, auxiliary-supercharger, 
and drive gears are 8ssumed to have constant effioiencies of 89, 80, 
and 95 peroent, respectively. The assumption of constant effi- 
oienoies demands that the three ccxnponents be redesigned at each 
successive point of calculation. 

The intercooler is 8ssumed to have a constant effectiveness of 
50.percent. 

C8lcul8tion of net brahe perfonnsnoe. - The net brake horse- 
power of the compound power plant when the turbine power is grester 
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than the auxlli8ry supercharger power is given by 

nbhp = bhp + qg (thp - ehp) 

where 

(1) 

bhp mX¶ipI?OO8ting=erJgi brake horsepower 

nbhp ounpound-power-plant net brake horsepower 

shp auxiliary-supercharger horsepower 

thp turbine horsepower 

‘Ie drive-gear effioiency 

For the conditions at whfoh the auxiliary-supercharger horse- 
power is greater than the turbine horsepower, the net brake horse- 
power is given by 

nbhp = bhp - 1 ,,g bhp - thp) 

The net brake speclifio fuel consumptim is r 

(21 

Wf nbsfo = - nbhp (3) 

where 

nbsfo net brake speoific fuel oonsumption, pounds per horsepcrwer- 
hour 

Wf fuel flow, pounds per hour 

Caloulation of net thrust perfomarme. - Net thrust performme 
was 8180 calculated for sever81 conditicms. These c8lcul8tions were 
made assuming an airplane speed of 400 miles per hour, 85-peroent 
mm-pressure recovery, ad 8 propeller effiOienCy of 85 per- 
cent. 

Net thrust horsepower of the oompound peer plant is given by 

. 

nthp = vp bbhd + JhP - php + ohp (4) 
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where 

chp aooling-air horsepower 

jhp exhaust-jet thrust horsepower 

nthp net thrust horsepower of power plant 

PhP horsepower required to take on board charge air 

rlP propeller effioienoy 

The cooling horsepower was obtained from the relation 

- VJ v, (5) 

where 

M mass flow of oooling air, slugs per second 

Vl velooity of ooollng air at oowliug exit, feet per seoond 

VO airplane velocity, feet per second 

. The cooling-air mass flow and the oowling-exit velooity were obtained 
fran the performanoe characteristics of an aluminum-tube-and-fin 
radiator with a faoe area of 3 square feet. The area was determIned 
by the condition that the radiator provide adequate oooling at an 
airplane speed of 120 miles per hour in the initial olimbing oondi- 
tion from sea level. The oooling-air drag powers of the intercooler 
and the oil cooler are not included in the net thrust horsepower 
because calculations show them to be negligible. 

The followktg ranges of engine conditions are oovered in cal- 
culating the performance of the compound power plant: 

Euginespeed.rpm .................. 1600 to 3200 
klet-manifold pressure, in. Hg absolute ........ 30 to 60 
Fuel-air ratio .................. 0.063 to 0.100 
Altitude, ft .................... 0 to 45,000 

In order to obtain the best er@ne operating conditions for the 
compound power plant, three of the following reference conditions 
are held constant when the effeot of varying the fourth condition is 
investigated. 

. 

-- 
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Enginespeed,rpm...................... 2600 
Inlet-manifold pressure, in. EIg absolute . . . . . . . . . . ' 40 
Fuel-air ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.069 
Altitude, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,000 

Turbosuperoharged engine. - The performance of a turbosuper- 
oharged er@ne is mcluded herein for purposes of comparison and is 
also based 04 the engine data of reference 4. All the engine 
exhaust gas is assumed to go through the turbine at a turbine- 
inlet pressure equal to engine exhaust presaure. For theee oom- 
putations, the turbine-inlet pressure is that at which the turbine 
power la juet equal to the power required by the auxiliary euper- 
charger, the efficienoies of both componenta being 80 percent. 

In addition to the previously disouesed ayetern, the comparative 
performances of oompound and turbosupercharged engine8 la shown for 
eyeterns in which the engine-stage supercharger is assumed to'be 
removed and all the auperoharging is done by a single turbine- 
driven compressor with aftercooling. 

Afterburning. - Ca1mdaticz.m were also made in which the 
reoiprocating engine is assumed to be operating at fuel-air ratios 
rioher than stoichiometrio and exoese air, provided by a separate 
supercharger, la added to the engine eaust gae In auffioient 
quantity to ccgnplete ocmbustion of the unburned fuel and to 0001 
the resultant mzkture to a turbine-inlet t=perature of 2260' R. 
The horsepower of the supplementary-air auperoharger is that 
required to ocmprese the maes flow of supplementary air, as 
determined from the oharte of referenoe 6, from altftude preesure 
and temperature to engine exhaust (turbine inlet) pressure. The 
supplementary-air superoharger hae a constant efficiency of 80 per- 
cent and is assumed to be cm the same shaft ae the turbine and the 
auxiliary superoharger. 

The entire mass of the final gas mixture passe8 through the 
turbine and the dlfferenoe In power between that of the turbine 
and the sum of the auriliary plus supplementary-air superohargere 
is transmitted through suitable gearing to the engine crankshaft. 

Estimation of wine weight and frontal area. - For convenienoe 
in making further oalculations, an eetimate was made of the weight 
of the various engine eystems and of their frontal area. Most of 
the data was obtained frm manufacturera' literature, military 
technical orders, and actual meaeurement. When the data could not 
be obtained In this way, an estimate based on similar equipment 
was made. , 
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The estimatedweights of the various engine systems are: 

Turboeuper&arged engine, lb ................. 3300 
Compound engine, lb ..................... 3350 
Canpound engine with afterburning equipment, lb ....... 3650 

These weights inolude the propeller, the instruments, the oontrols, 
the ooolere, and the normal supplies of oil and ooolant. 

Fran manufaoturers' drawings it is estimated that a nacelle 

with a fratal area of E!$ square feet would be required to 
aocommodate any one of the three aforementioned engine systems if 
the interaooler, oil cooler, and aoolant radiators could be sub- 
merged in the airplane. If limitations require that additional 
frontal area be provided for the aforementicned coolers, the 
following estimates may be used: 

-Interoooler, (air-to-air), sq ft . . . . . . . . . . .+ . . l$ to 2 
Oil oooler, sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Coolant radiator, sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

RESULTS MD DI&CXJSSION 

The performance of the compound power plant is, in general, 
represented by net brake horsepower and net brake specifio fuel 
conslxuption. The effects of engine speed, fuel-air ratio, inlet- 
manifold pressure, altitude, and ocmponent efficiency on per- 
formanoe are presented in plots of power and fuel consumption 
against the ratio of engine ezhaust preesure to inlet-manifold 
pressure pe/pm for several values of one of the previous variables 
when the others are maintained oonstant. 

Upon ocmpletion of the investigation of the effeot of each 
variable on performance, a value ie assigued to that variable for 
the remainder of the analysis. Thie value la usually a ocmpr&se 
between power and eoonomy at cruising conditions with most of the 
emphasis plaoed on low speoific fuel oonsumption. 

En+gine exhaust pressure. - The effect of engine ezhaust pres- 
sure on performanoe is shown in figures 2 to 5, which will be 
disoussed in more detail with reepeot to the other variables, 
where net brake horsepower and speoific fuel consumption are shown 
plotted against Be/h. The curves show that independent of engine 
speed, fuel-air ratio, inlet-manifold pressure, and oaponent 
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efficiency at an altitude of 30,000 feet, net brake horeepower Is 
near maxhum at a pe/pm of 0.8 and specifio fuel c onsumptical la 
near minImum at a pe/pm of 1.0. Thie is ingeneralagreamentwlth 
the results of references 1, 2, and 3. 

Engine speed. - The effect Of engine speed and pe/pm on per- 
formanoe is shown in figure 2. Net brake horsepower increases at a 
deoreaslng rate as engine speed is raised. Brake speciflo fuel oon- 
sumption is minimum for an engine speed of 2000 rpm and although it 
lnoreases as speed IS ohanged fraa this value, the total spread in 
fuel consumption at a pe/pm of 1.0 for the speed range from 1600 
to 3000 rpm Is about 4 percent. Operating the engine at26OOrpm 
rather than 2000 rpm produoes 821 iaorease in power of 20 peruent 
with an lnorease In fuel coneumptim of only about 1 percent. 

Fuel-air ratio. - The effeot of fuel-air rat10 and pe/b on 
performance Is shown in figure 3. The ourves indicate that the 
maximum value of net brake horsepcrwer occurs in the region of fuel- 
air ratio between 0.069 and 0.085 and that the minimum value of 
speoific fuel eonsumptlon ooours in the region of fuel-air ratio 
between 0.063 and 0.069. At best-power pe/b, however, the 
system produces 10 percent more parer at a fuel-air ratio of 0.069 
than at 0.063 with negligible difference in speaifio fuel oonsump- 
tion. 

Inlet-manifold pressure. - The effect of inlet-manifold pres- 
sure and pe/h cm net brake horsepower and specific fuel con- 
sumption Is shown in figure 4. I'?et brake horsepower increases 
almost linearly and specifio fuel oonsumption decrease8 at a 
decreasing rate as Inlet-manifold pressure is Increased. The inlet- 
manifold pressure for most effloient operation is then the highest 
value of this preesure at whioh the engine will run. The highest 
inlet-manifold pressure at whloh sn engine will operate properly 
is, of course, limited by the lrnook oharacterlstics of the fuel 
used. HACA Investigations indicate that the engine of reference 4 
operating at an engine speed of 2600 rm and a fuel-air ratio 
of- 0.069 will have just reached the knook limit at an inlet- 
manifold pressure of 50 Inches of meroury absolute at sea-level 
exhaust pressure with the fuel used in the Investigation of refer- 
ence 4 (AN-F-28, Amendment 2). Although operation at an Met- 
manifold pressure of 50 lnohes of mercury absolute is desirable for 
both high power and low epeoific fuel oonsumption, the brake mean 
effective pressure is oonslderably higher than that usually 
assooiated with cruising condltians. At an engine speed of 
2600 rpm, a fuel-air ratio of 0.069, an inlet-manifold pressure 
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of 40 inohes mercury absolute (the referenoe conditions), and a 
pe/pm of 0.8; however, the brake mean effective pressure of the 
present engine is 180 pounds per square inch or only about 15 
to 20 percent higher than the usual values for cruising operation. 

Turbine, auxiliary-supercharger, and drive-gear efficiency. - 
The effeot of component effioiency and pe/b on performance is 
shown in figure 5 where the net brake horsepower and specific fuel 
consumption resulting from individually reduoing the efficiency of 
the oomponents (turbine, auxiliary supercharger, and drive gear) 
10 points from the standard values of 80, 80, and 95 percent is 
plotted. A desrease of about 4 percent in net brake horsepower and 
the same increase in specific fuel consumption is mused by the 
lo-point reduction in turbine efficiency at best-power pe/pm. 

Effect of altitude. - The effect of altitude and pe/b on 
net brake performance is shown In figure 6. The figure shows that 
the values for both best-power pe/pm and best-economy pe/pm 
deerease with increase in altitude; the value of pe/h for best 
power changes from 0.9 at eea level to 0.8 at 45,000 feet, whereas 
that for best economy changes from 1.15 at sea level to 1.0 at 
45,000 feet. 

Net brake horsepower increases with altitude from sea level 
to about the tropopause (approximately 35,000 ft). As altitude is 
further increased, net brake horsepower decreases because of the 
combined effects of the assumption of en intercooler of constant 
effectiveness, the increased auxiliary-supercharger temperature- 
rise ratio, and the constant ambient temperature. These factors 
cause inlet-manifold temperature to increase sharply, resulting in 
a decreased Indicated horsepower. Net brake apeoific fuel con- 
sumption decreases as altitude is inoreased throughout the range 
investigated. 

The data of figure 6 are cross-plotted in figure 7 to show the 
effect of altitude on the performance of the compound engine at 
best-power pe/pm and best-economy pe/pm. As in figure 6, the 
engine speed is 2600 rpm, the fuel-air ratio is 0.069, and the 
inlet-manifold pressure is 40 inohee of mercury absolute. 

The increase in compound-engine power from sea level to the 
tropopause is 27 percent for best-power pe/h and 32 percent for 
best-eoonomy p,/pm. For both best-power and best-economy pe/&> 
the decrease in economy for this inorease in altitude is about 
19 percent. 
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ure 7 for the purpose of oampa&~on &th the perfonaanoe of the- 
aomgound engine. 

Comparison of oompound and turbosupercharged engines. - The per- Comparison of oompound and turbosupercharged engines. - The per- 
formanoe of the turbosupercharged engine is also included in fig- formanoe of the turbosupercharged engine is also included in fig- 
ure 7 for the purpose of oamparls~on with the perfonaanoe of the 
aomgound engine. 

The turbosuperoharged-engine net brake horsepower increases 
about 9 peroent from sea level to 25,000 feet and the specific fuel 
consumption Is nearly oonetant with altitude. At an altitude of 
35,000 feet, the o-pound engine operating at best-power pe/pm 
produoee 21 percent more power than the turbosupercharged engine 
with 23 percent lower speolfic fuel oonsumptlon. Each point on 
these curves is a design point in that the turbine and auxiliary 
supercharger are seleoted for operation at that point. 

l?erformance at high-power levels. - The performan oe of the 
compound englne at high-power levels is shown in figure 8. Rspre- 
eentative ourves are presented for engine speeds from 2600 to 
3200 rpm and inlet-manifold pressures of 50 and 60 inches of mercury 
absolute. The fuel-air ratio of 0.083 for 3200 rpm at an inlet- 
manifold pressure of 60 Inches of mercury absolute was obtained by 
adding 10 peroent to the book-limited fuel-air ratio indicated by 
previously obtained NACA knook data. The compound engine operating 
at these engine conditicme and an altitude of 30,000 feet has a net 
brake horsepower of 2137 at best-power pe/pm with a corresponding 
epeolflo fuel oonsumpticm of 0.419 pound per horsepower-hour. 

Rffeot of afterburning. - The effect of adding air to rioh- 
mirtulfe erhauet gas to afterburn and cool the resultant mixture 
to 2260° R before expanding through the turbine is shown in fig- 
ure 9. !Fhe curves for an engine speed of 3OCC rpun, a fuel-air 
ratio of 0.100, and an inlet-manifold pressure of 50 inches of 
meroury absolute show that afterburnIng increases the net brake 
horsepower at best-power pe/pm by 31 percent and decreases the 
oorrespcmdlng epeolfio fuel consumption by 24 percent. Increasing 
the fuel-air ratio from 0.069 to 0.065 snd 0.100 at the assigned 
oruteing condition (engine speed, 2600 rpm; inlet-manifold pree- 
sure, 40 in. Rg absolute) and afterburnIng inoreased the maximum 
power 18 and 30 percent, respeotlvely, with lnoreases of 6 and 
14 peroent In the oorreeponding specifio fuel consumption. 

C~parfeon between 12-cylinder liquid-cooled oompound engine 
and two 18-cylinder air-cooled compound engines. - The effeote 
of Pe/Pmr altitude, and afterbumring on the epeolfio fuel con- 
sumptian of the 12-oylinder liquid-cooled engine system and the 
two 18-oylinder air-cooled engine systems of reference 2 are oompared 

. 
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in figure 10. The liquid-oooled engine has a valve overlap of ?4O 
and the two air-cooled engines have valve overlaps of 40° and 62O, 
respectively. The cruising speed and fuel-air ratio of both air- 
cooled systems were given as 2200 rpm and 0.063, respeotively. 

The figure is otistructed for an inlet-manifold pressure of 
40 inches of mercury absolute, turbine and auxiliary supercharger 
effioienoies of 80 percent and 8 drive-gear efficfenoy of 95 percent. 
The efficiency of the liquid-cooled engine system (valve overlap, 74O) 
is between the efficiencies of the two air-oooled engine systems 
(valve overlap, 40' and 62') In the region of pe/& between 0.6 
and 1.2 (fig:lO(a)) without afterburning. At a pe/pm of 1.0, the 
fuel consumption for the 62'-valve-overlap air-cooled engine system 
Is higher than~that for the liquid-cooled engine system by 8bOUf 
6 perGent and that for the 40° valve overlap engine is lower than 
that for the liquid-oooled engine system by about 6 percent. 

The specifio-fuel-consumption curves for the 62a-valve-overlap 
, air-cooled engine system and the liquid-oooled en&e system are 

essentially the same when both systems are operating at cruising 
speed and inlet-manifold pressure at a fuel-air ratio of 0.100 
with afterburning. 

The effect of altitude at best-eoonomy pe/pm on the three 
engine systems is shown In figure IO(b). As in figure 10(a), the 
values of speoific fuel oonsumption for the liquid-oooled aompound 
engine fall between those for the two air-cooled canpound engines. 

The similarity in ourve trends and levels between the air- 
cooled compound engines of referenoe 2 and the liquid-oooled 
ocmpound engine exists also for various engine speeds, fuel-air 
ratios, klet-manifold pressurea, and component effioienaies. 

Ccmparison of these three engines on the basis of net thrust 
specifio fuel consumption would not change the relative performance 
appreoiably from that which has been shown in figure 10. 

Modified system. - The oompound and turbosupercharged engines, 
the performance of which has been shown in the preoeding figures, 
represent practical arrangements that would require no modiffca- 
tion of the engine and engine-stage supercharger investigated 
except for the addition of auriliary supercharger, interoooler, 
turbine, and gears for conneoting the oomponents where neoessary. 
Improved performance may be obtained, however, by modifying the 
systems. 
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The engine-stage superoharger and intercooler are removed from 
the previously assumed systems and replaced by a turbine-driven 
supercharger end 8n aftercooler in the modified systems. charge air 
enters the supercharger where It is oompressed from inlet total pree- 
sure to engine-inlet-manifold pressure with an allowance for duot 
and aftercooler pressure losses. The &arge air then passes through 
8~1 afteroooler and into the engine inlet manifold. All the engine 
exhaust gas passes through the turbine and the dleoharge nozzle to 
the atmosphere. The discharge-nozzle inlet pressure is assumed to 
be that for maximum net power of the system. The turbine and the 
supercharger are each assumed to have an efficiency of 80 percent 
at each point of calculation; the afteroooler has an effectiveness 
of 50 peruent. 

AS i8 implied, maximum net power 8t any ocenbinati~ Of inlet 
snd exhaust ormdltlone in the system WBS obtained by varying the 
discharge-nozzle inlet pressure. For the oampound engine, m8ximum 
power occurs when the discharge-nozzle inlet pressure is at ambient 
altitude pressure beoauee the turbine o8n convert the exhaust energy . 
into useful power more efficiently than the dieoharge nozzle. For 
the turbosuperohsrged engine, however, the turbine can utilize only 
that p8rt of the exhaust energy required to do the work of super- 

'charging, the rest of the energy becoming available to the dlechsrge 
nozzle. If the nozzle-inlet pressure is increased, the engine 
exhaust pressure is increased to a value suffiolent to allow the 
turbine to drive the supercharger. This increase in engine exhaust 
pressure causes a reduotion in char& flow and engine brake horee- 
power but beo8USe of the increase in nozzle-inlet pressure, the 
exhaust-jet power is inoreased. Iaasmuch as charge flow and 
engine brake horsepower deorease at an inoreaeing rate as engine 
exhaust pressure is increased and exhaust-jet power increases at 
8'deCZW8Sing rate 8s nozzle-inlet pressure is raised, 8 nozzle- 
inlet pressure higher than ambient altitude pressure exists euoh 
that the net power of the turbosupercharged engine system is at 
Its maximum value. Inasmuoh as the thrust power developed by the 
e&au& jet is included, the system perf ormance is presented on a 
net-thrust basis. 

The ocmputed performance of the modified engine is better 
than the origin81 engine system, whioh included the engine-stage 
euperoharger and an lnteroooler, because: (1) aftercooling 
provides more reduction of the engine inlet-manifold temperature 
than interoooling and (2) a higher effioiency (80 percent) was 
assumed for the turbine-driven supercharger then was obtained fran 
the relatively inefficient fixed wine-stage superoharger. In 
addition, the modified engine does not introduce the throttling 
losses inourred by the original engine system at low altitudes. 
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The altitude performance of both the modified engine and the 

original engine (desiepated in fig. 11 as two supercharger) in both 
the compound and turbosuperoharged oonfigurations is shown in 
figure 11 for an airplane speed of 4OC miles per hour. 

The Increase in net thrust horsepower of the modified compound 
engine when altitude is inCrf38Sed from sea level to 33,000 feet 
(maximum-power altitude) is approximately 26 percent for best- 
power pe/pm with a corresponding decrease in speoific fuel oon- 
sumption of about 19 percent. The increase in net thrust horse- 
power of the modified turbosuperoharged engine resulting when 
altitude is increased from sea level to 28,000 feet (approximately 
maximum-power altitude) is about 16 percent with a oorrespanding 
decrease in specific fuel oonsumption of about 10 percent. 

The curves also show that both the compound and turboeuper- 
charged engines of the modified system produce higher power than 
those of the original (two supercharger) system over the sltitude 
we investigated. 

The improvement in net thrust horsepower and specifio fuel 
consumption in ohanging from the orIgIna (two supercharger) 
system to the modified system is greater for the turbosuperoharged 
enginethanitis for the compound engine. At an altitude of 
33,000 feet, the compound engine of the modified system produces 
12 percent higher net thrust horsepower than the compound engine 
of the original (two superoharger) system. The corresponding 
specific fuel consumption is 4 percent lower for the modified 
system. At an altitude of 28,000 feet, the turbosupercharged 
engine of the modified system produces about 27 peroent higher net 
thrust horsepower than the turbosuperoharged engine of the original 
(two supercharger)eystem with a oorresponding reduotion of 

-18 percent In specific fuel consumption. The improvement in 
turbosupercharged engine performanoe with change from the original 
to the modified system is large because in addition to the afore- 
mentioned advantages obtainable by modifying the system: 
(1) removal of the engine-stage superoharger shifts this load 
from the engine to the turbine thus making greater use of the 
turbine work available in the exhaust gas, and (2) increasing the 
inlet pressure to the exhaust nozzle to the value corresponding 
to maximum net power produoes considerable exhaust-jet thrust. 
The improvement in compound engine performance with a modifica- 
tion of the engine under discussian is small relative to that of 
the turbosupercharged engine because: (1) in both the modified 
and original (two supercharger) systems, the turbine utilizes 
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about the same percentage of the energy available in the exhaust gas 
and (2) the Jet thrust of the exhaust nozzle is only that equiva- 
lent to the turbine-exit velocity. 

. 
Figure 11 shows that although the modified turbosupercharged 

engine produoee higher power than the original (two supercharger) 
oompound engine up to an altitude of about 40,000 feet, the 
modified ocazpound engine system produoes the highest power of the 
four systems presented over the altitude range. 

SUMMARYOFRESUXZS 

Caloulations of the performance of a compound engine havLng8 
constant-efflolenoy turbine and auxiliary superoharger geared to 
the engine crankshaft and based on data from a dynamometer-stand 
investigation of a 12-cylinder liquid-cooled engine, indicate 
that : 

1. For the rqe of variables investigated, the best fuel 
eoonany of the reported system occurred at an engine speed of 
2000 rpm, a fuel-air ratio of 0.069, an inlet-manifold pressure 
of 50 inohee mercury absolute @nook-limited with M-F-28, 
Amendment-2 fuel), and an altitude of 45,000 feet. 

2. !l?he values of the ratio of exhaust to inlet-manifold pres- 
sure atwhichmaxlmum net brake horsepower and minimum net brake 
spealfio fuel aonsumpticm of the oompound engine occur were 
nearly independent of engine speed, fuel-air ratio, inlet-manifold 
pressure, and component effioiency at 8 given altitude and 
deoreaeed only slightly as altitude was increased from sea level 
to 45,000 feet. At an altitude of 30,000 feet, the value of the 
ratio of exhaust-to-inlet-manifold pressure for best power was 
0.8 and that for best eooncmy was lr0. 

3. The power of the ccpnpound engine Increased with altitude 
up to about the tropopauae and deareased as altitude was further 
inmeaeed. The net brake horsepower at the tropopauee ~813 32 per- 
cent greater than that at sea level at best-eoonomy ratio of 
exhaust to inlet-manifold pressure and cruising oonditions. Specific 
fuel acrneumptlon deareased with Increasing altitude over the 
entire oalculated range (sea level to 45,000 feet) and was 19 per- 
oent lower at the tropopause than at sea level. 

4. At an altitude of 35,060 feet, the compound engine produced 
21 percent more power than the turbosupercharged engine (turbine 
driving 8uxlliary supercharger only) with a corresponding reduction 
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in specific fuel oonsumpticm of 23 percent, both operating at an 
engine speed of 2600 rpm, a fuel-air ratio of 0.069, and an Inlet- 
manifold pressure of 40 in&es mercury 8bsolute. 

5. Afterburning and oooling a rich-mixture exhaust gas (fuel- 
air ratio, 0.100) at an engine speed of 3000 rpm, an inlet- 
manifold pressure of 50 inches of mercury absolute, and an altitude 
of 30,000 feet, to a turbine-inlet temperature of 22600 R imreased 
the maximum net brake horsepower 31 percent and deweased the 
corresponding net brake speoifio fuel ooneumption 24 percent. 

6. The 12-oylinder liquid-cooled ccpnpound engine and the two 
18-cylinder air-cooled oompound engines of similar configuration 
produced curves of net brake specifio fuel consumption that are 
similar in both trend and level for various ranges of erhauet-to- 
inlet-manifold pressure ratio, engine speed, fuel-air ratio, inlet- 
manifold pressure, altitude, and oomponent effioienoy. 

7. The power and fuel consumption of both the oompound and 
turbosupercharged engines of a modified system oomposed of an 
engine (with engine-stage supercharger removed), a turbine-driven 
superchsrger, sn aftercooler, and an erhauet nozzle were superior 
to the power and fuel oonsumption of respective agines of a 
system composed of 8n engine with engine-stage supercharger, 
auxiliary superoharger, intercooler, turbine, and exhaust nozzle. 

Flight Propulsion Resesroh Laboratory, 
National Advisory CaomIttee for Aeronautios, 

Cleveland, Ohio, Maroh 10, 1948. 
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Flgurs 2. - Efreot of pe/p, and engine speed on net brake horeepower 
and net brake specfflo fuel consumption. Fuel-air ratio, 0.069; inlet- 
manifold pressure, 40 inohee meroury absolute; &altitude, 30,000 feet. 
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Figure 3. - Effeot or pe/h and fuel-air ratio on net brake horee- 
power and net brake specific fuel consumption. Engine epeed 2600 
rpm; inlet-manifold ppe66ur0, 40 inches mercury abeolute; al&tub, 
30,000 feet. 
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Figure 6. - Effeot of pe/h and oomponent errloienoy on net brake horse- 
power and net brake apealflc fuel coneumptlon. Engine Bpeeb, 2600 rpm; 
fuel-air ratio, 0.069; inlet-manirold pFemurb, 40 lnohee mercury 
abeolute; altitude, 30,000 feet. 
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Figure I 6. - Effeot.of-.pe/b and altitude on net brake horsepower 
and net brake specific fuel consmption. Engfne-@peed, 2600 rpn; 
fU01 .-air ratto, 0.069; inlet;manifold pressure; 40 inches mercury 
absc Ilute. 
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Figure 7. - Effect of altitude on net brake performance of compound 
and turbosupercharged engines. Engine speed, 2600 rpn; fuel-air 
ratio, 0.069; inlet-manifold press.ure, 40 inches mercury absolute. 
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Figure 8. - Effect of pe/pm on high-power performance. Altitude, 
30,000 feet. 
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Figure 9. - Comparison of effect of Pehm on net brake horsepower ad 
net brake specific fuel conmmption with and without afterburning at 
several engine conditions. Altitude, 30,000 feet. 
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(a} Effect of pe/pm and afterburning. Altitude, 30,000 feet. 
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Figure 10. - Effect of pe/&, altitude, and afterburning on 1710- 
cubic-inch-displacement engine system and two models of the 2800- 
cubic-inch-displacement engine system. Inlet-manifold pressure, 40 
inches mercury absolute; turbine and auxiliary supercharger 
efficiencies, 80 percent; drive-gear efficiency, 95 percent. 
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Figure 11. - Effect of altitude on net thrust performance of compound 
and turbosupercharged engines for modified and two-supercharger 
sgs tens. Engine speed, 2600 rpm; fuel-air ratio, 0.069; inlet- 
manifold pressure, 
85 percent; 

40 inches mercury absolute; propeller efficiency, 
airplane speed, 400 miles per hour. 
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